INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY at WATERLOO (Policy #73)

**INVENTORS OWN:**

1. No obligation to share with the University
2. However, obligations to disclose, student rights, and contract sponsor rights

**PHILOSOPHY:**

2. Attracts entrepreneurial and “business friendly” researchers
3. Incentive is best motivator to stimulate commercialization

**RESULT:**

3. Widely acknowledged as most entrepreneurial research environment in Canada

Canada’s most innovative university 26 years in a row (Maclean’s Magazine)
Number of University of Waterloo **spinoff** and **associated companies** in Waterloo Region

Associated company: 45%

162

Level 1 spinoff: 8%

Level 2 spinoff: 47%

29

167

832 startups helped

140 SMEs helped

9,700+ mentor hours for startups

208 participants at 3 SME BBQs

895 meetings with growth coaches and account managers

158 companies received growth modules

16 sales workshops delivered to 25 companies

5,200+ members across 42 P2P groups

70,000 job seekers this year

We like to keep busy.
THE FULL QUANTUM OPPORTUNITY

QUANTUM COMPUTATION
QUANTUM COMMUNICATION
QUANTUM SENSORS
QUANTUM MATERIALS
CANADA’S QUANTUM VALLEY
INSTITUTE FOR QUANTUM COMPUTING
ACCELERATING RESEARCH

Transformative Quantum Technologies
$140M IQC research accelerator

Quantum Valley Ideas Lab
$40M for development to market

Quantum Valley Investment
$100M VC fund for commercialization

Lazaridis Institute (Laurier University)
Management of Technology
WATERLOO’S QUANTUM INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM IS GROWING

HighQ
Neutron Optics Inc.

Quantum Laf
Aegis Quantum

QUANTUM SOFTWARE
QUANTUM HARDWARE
QUANTUM SENSORS
QUANTUM SECURITY
CONSULTING
CLEARING THE PATH TO QUANTUM-SAFE SECURITY

ISARA RADIATE™ SECURITY SOLUTION SUITE

CONTRACT RESEARCH

FULL END-TO-END QUANTUM-SAFE PROOF OF CONCEPTS

CUSTOM IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES